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STATUS REPORT ON PREVENTION AND COMBATING OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS [B7 – 2010]


PREVENTION AND COMBATING OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS BILL  [7 – 2010]

1.  Aim of Bill:
The aim of the Bill is to—
(a)	give effect to the United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 	Persons;
(b)	provide for the prosecution of persons involved in trafficking and for appropriate penalties;
(c)	provide for the prevention of trafficking in persons and for the protection of and assistance to 	victims of trafficking;
(d)	provide services to victims of trafficking;
(e)	provide for effective enforcement measures;
(f)	establish an Intersectoral Committee on the Prevention and Combating of Trafficking in Persons, which must develop a draft national policy framework; and
(g)	combat trafficking in persons in a co-ordinated manner.

2.  Status of Bill:
2.1  The Bill was introduced into Parliament on 16 March 2010. 

2.2  The Department briefed the Portfolio Committee on the Bill on 24 March 2010.  A briefing document is attached as Annexure A.  

2.3  Public hearings were held on 24 and 25 August 2010.  The following persons/organizations made inputs:
(a)	Commission for Gender Equality
(b)	Institute for Security Studies and the Women’s Legal Centre
(c)	Activists networking against the exploitation of children (ANEX)
(d)	Embrace Dignity
(e)	Lawyers for Human Rights and the Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa
(f)	World Aids Campaign
(g)	Corrine Sandenbergh (Director STOP)
(h)	Molo Songololo 
(i)	World Vision
(j)	South African Catholic Bishop’s Conference Parliamentary Liaison Office 
(k)	Legal Resources Centre
(l)	Ms Robyn Fudge
(m)	Ilitha Labantu
(n)	World Hope South Africa
(o)	Anglican Archbishop of Cape Town
(p)	Olive Leaf Foundation
(q)	Counter Trafficking Coalition)
(r)	Sex Worker Education and Advocacy Taskforce
(s)	Salvation Army, Southern Africa
(t)	Film and Publication Board
(u)	S A Chapter: International Association of Women Judges
(v)	South African Human Rights Commission
The Department gave responses to the submissions received on 15 September 2010 and 26 October 2010.  Stakeholder Departments briefed the Committee on their state of readiness to implement the Bill and on the costing of the Bill on 27 October 2010 and again on 16 November 2010.

2.4  Deliberations on the Bill have  commenced.  Clauses 1 to 16 of the Bill were dealt with on 2 and 3 November 2010.  Clauses 17 to 48 still have to be dealt with. 

3.  Issues raised:
3.1	Statistics to determine the extent of the phenomenon of trafficking in persons in South Africa are crucial.  To this end, stakeholder Departments briefed the Committee on 17 November 2010 on available data.  The Committee expressed disappointment at the lack of synchronized statistics between the various Departments and indicated that it would like to be briefed by the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) in this regard.

3.2	The short title of the Bill
Following recommendations on an amended short title, the Department suggested 2 options, namely—
(a)	The Prevention, Protection of Victims and Combating of Trafficking in Persons Bill; or
(b)	The Trafficking in Persons Bill.
The Committee indicated that it will decide on the short title at a later stage. 
3.3	The long title
Following various recommendations that reference should also be made to other international instruments having a bearing on trafficking in persons, the Committee suggested that reference should be made in general to the Republic’s obligations concerning the trafficking of persons in terms of international instruments which are binding on the Republic.  This suggested amendment would also mean an amendment to clause 2 of the Bill providing for the objects of the Bill, but the Committee decided that clause 2 would be decided on at the end of discussions on the Bill.  A proposal for consideration by the Committee has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

3.4	The Preamble
Questions were raised in respect of the reference in the Preamble to the increase of trafficking in persons, especially women and children and the role played by organised groups as there is not sufficient evidence to substantiate this statement.  The Committee expressed its concerns over the available data to confirm the statements made in the Preamble.  A decision on the contents of the Preamble will be taken at the end of the deliberations on the Bill.

3.5	Clause 1: Definitions
(a)	A decision on most of the definitions will be taken once clarity has been reached on the definition of “trafficking”.  The Committee is of the view that the current definition of trafficking in the Bill is too long and user-unfriendly and the elements may be difficult to prove.  The Committee requested the Department to consider various options, taking the Kenyan Counter-trafficking in Persons Act, 2010 into account.  The Committee also requested the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) to provide the Committee with its views on the definition of trafficking and the offence of trafficking.  Proposals for consideration by the Committee have been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.  It is understood that the NPA is preparing a document for submission to the Committee, setting out its views regarding an appropriate definition of trafficking and the offence of trafficking in persons. 
(b)	“abuse of vulnerability”:  Some commentators suggested that this definition must refer to “abuse of a position of vulnerability” as it is referred to in the Protocol.  The Department inserted the words concerned, but the Committee was of the view that it is unnecessary.  The Committee also agreed with views that the words “physical or psychological” preceding the word “abuse”, be removed as there might be other forms of abuse that may also lead to the abuse of vulnerability.  Concerns were expressed by Committee members regarding the reference to “socio-economic circumstances” which might be too wide and a decision will be taken at a later stage.  
(c)	“carrier”: The Committee requested that the definition be redefined to refer to a person in the definition instead of a “company”, as “person” has been defined in the Bill to include a natural person, a juristic person and a partnership.  The Committee further requested that the word “employee” be added.  A proposal for consideration by the Committee has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.
(d)	“forced labour”: The Committee requested the Department to consider including an element of consent in the definition to address instances where a child is, for instance sent  to live with relatives and ends up doing work for them.  The Committee also requested the Department to discuss the matter with the Department of Labour, among others, to enquire why there is no definition of “forced labour” in the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1997 (the BCEA) and to obtain that Department’s views on the definition of “forced labour” in the Bill.  The matter was discussed with the Department of Labour.  The Department was informed that the BCEA is in the process of being amended.  Some of the proposed amendments include replacing “employment” with “work” which will have a broader scope.  The Department of Labour relies on the definition of “forced labour” in the ILO Convention concerning Forced Labour.  They will investigate the possibility of including a definition of “forced labour” in the BCEA.  With regard to the addition of the element of valid consent in the definition of forced labour in the Bill, the Department of Labour holds the view that forced labour is per definition without consent and therefore there is no need to include the element of valid consent. 
(e)	“forced marriage”: The Committee suggested that the definition should read “means a marriage concluded without the valid consent of each of the parties to the marriage” as opposed to the definition drafted by the Department.   An amendment to accommodate the Committee’s proposals has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill. 
(f)	“removal of body parts”:  The Committee enquired whether the definition would cover the position where a person was found in possession of body parts.   The definition does not cover the possession of body parts unless such possession can be linked to a body and it can be proved that the body was trafficked.  The Human Tissue Act deals with the possession of body parts, but the penalties are very lenient.  The Committee requested the Department to obtain the views of the Department of Health.  The inputs of the Department of Health are awaited.
(g)	“servitude”:  The Committee requested the Department to do research on the existence of a similar definition in other legislation (in the context of criminal matters).  The Department could not find any similar definition in South African legislation.

3.6	Clause 2: Objects of Act
Clause 2 provides for the objects of the Bill.  The Committee decided that this clause should be  flagged and discussed at the end of deliberations on the Bill. 

3.7	Chapter 2:  Clause 3:  Prevention and Combating of Trafficking in Persons
The Committee is of the view that Chapter 2, which contains only clause 3, dealing with public awareness, should be transferred to clause 41 which sets out the responsibilities and functions of the Intersectoral Committee.  The clause should also be flagged as the contents thereof will be determined by the extent of trafficking in persons in South Africa in respect of which further information is needed.  The question arose whether the short title of the Bill should still contain the reference to “prevention” if this clause becomes part of clause 41 of the Bill.

3.8	Clause 4:  Trafficking in persons and acts aimed at committing, acquiring another person to commit, or conspiring to commit an offence under this Chapter
Chapter 3 of the Bill (clauses 4 – 9) contains various clauses criminalizing certain conduct in relation to trafficking in persons.  
(a)	Clause 4(1) provides for the offence of trafficking in persons.  At the request of the Committee, the Department looked at the definition of “trafficking” and the offence of trafficking in persons contained in the legislation of other African countries, Australia, the United Kingdom and the USA.  The Committee was of the preliminary view that the provisions of the Kenyan Counter-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2010 regarding the offence of trafficking in persons, might provide an appropriate example to be considered.  As indicated above, the Department was requested to consider further options of the definition and the offence of trafficking in persons and to obtain the views of the NPA.  Proposals for consideration by the Committee have been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.  It is understood that the NPA is preparing a document for submission to the Committee, setting out its views regarding an appropriate definition of trafficking and the offence of trafficking in persons. 

(b)	Clause 4(2) provides for the offence of involvement in trafficking in persons where a person performs any act aimed at committing an offence under Chapter 3, incites, instigates, commands, directs, aids, promotes, advises, recruits, encourages or procures another person to commit an offence under Chapter 3 or conspires with any other person to commit an offence under Chapter 3.  The Committee requested the Department to reconsider clause 4(2), keeping the Kenyan model in mind. The Committee agreed that subclause (2) should not be subject to section 51 of the Criminal Amendment Act, 1997 (the minimum sentences provisions).  Please see the discussion on clause 8 below.  A draft amendment of clause 8 has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.    

(c)	The Committee raised a concern regarding the leniency of some of the penalties in this Chapter and requested an input from the NPA on minimum sentences.  The Committee will decide on appropriate sentences in respect of the offences in Chapter 3.  The NPA is preparing a document, setting out its views on the offence of trafficking and minimum sentences for submission to the Committee.

3.9	Clause 8: Conduct facilitating trafficking in persons
(a)	Clause 8(1)(a) criminalises conduct whereby a person intentionally leases or subleases a room, building or establishment for facilitating or promoting trafficking in persons or allows it to be used or ought reasonably to have known that it will be used for facilitating or promoting trafficking in persons. The Committee was concerned that no provision was made for the situation where a landlord becomes aware that rented premises are being used for trafficking in persons after a lease agreement has been entered into.  An amendment to accommodate this concern has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.    

(b)	The Committee requested the Department to consider whether clause 4(2) was still necessary if all the offences relating to aiding and abetting were covered in clause 8.  An amendment to clause 8 to address this has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

3.10	Clause 9:  Liability of carriers
(a)	Clause 9 criminalises the act by which a carrier brings a victim of trafficking into or removes a victim of trafficking from the Republic, knowing that that victim does not have a passport or valid visa, where applicable.  The Committee was concerned that the provision does not cover the situation where a carrier knowingly brings a victim of trafficking into or removes that victim from the Republic where a victim of trafficking is indeed in possession of a passport  or valid visa.  The Committee requested the Department to consider a provision obliging carriers to report suspected victims of trafficking to a police official.  An amendment to accommodate this concern has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(b)	Clause 9(3) provides that, in addition to any other offence under clause 9, a carrier will be liable to pay expenses in connection with the care, accommodation, transportation and repatriation of a victim of trafficking.  The Committee requested the Department to consider provisions that an order for payment of expenses could be made on a balance of probabilities and not only in addition to being found guilty of an offence in terms of clause 9.  An amendment to accommodate this concern has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

3.11	Clause 10:  Extra-territorial jurisdiction
Clause 10 deals with extra-territorial jurisdiction and subclause (5) provides that no prosecution may be instituted against a person with respect to conduct which formed the basis of an offence under this Bill in respect of which that person has already been convicted or acquitted by a court of another jurisdiction.  The Committee queried the inclusion of the subclause, as the double jeopardy principle is a recognized principle in law and therefore need not be included.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

3.12	Clause 11:  Factors to be considered in sentencing
(a)	Clause 11 sets out certain factors that a court must take into account when considering an appropriate sentence.  The Committee agreed that the factors must only be taken into account in respect of offences in terms of Chapter 3 of the Bill.  Clauses 12 and 13 of the Bill criminalise the failure to report a victim of trafficking and are not directly related to the offences provided for in Chapter 3 of the Bill.  A draft amendment limiting clause 11 to offences referred to in Chapter 3 has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(b)	The Committee requested that the relationship between the victim and the convicted person be added as a factor in clause 11.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

3.13	Clause 12:  Reporting and referral of child victim of trafficking
(a)	Clause 12(1) provides that an immigration officer, a labour inspector, social worker, social service professional, medical practitioner, nurse, teacher, traditional health practitioner, traditional healer or traditional leader, who on reasonable grounds suspects that a child is a victim of trafficking, must report that suspicion to a police official.  The Committee was concerned that a list of professionals is exclusive and suggested an amendment referring in general to persons who are subject to any law, code of conduct or policy prohibiting the disclosure of personal information.  Such an amendment will remove the need for an exclusive list.  Legal practitioners, however, should be excluded from the list to protect attorney and client privilege.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(b)	SAPS proposed that the Bill should allow them to forcibly enter premises to rescue victims of trafficking.  In terms of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977, the permission of an owner of a private dwelling has to be obtained first before the police may enter the building.  The Committee requested the Department to consider the relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act and the proposals by SAPS.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(c)	SAPS further proposed that clarity be obtained on what is meant by the referral of a child victim to a designated child protection organization or to a provincial department of social development, as provided for in clause 12(4).  To this end, SAPS suggested that the word “refer” be replaced by “notify”.  The responsibility for the transportation of that child to the child protection organization or provincial department of social development and the safety of that child pending the transfer of the child to the institution concerned, remain issues to be deliberated on.  In addition, a further concern of SAPS is the responsibility for the transportation of victims between police stations, institutions concerned, places where victims are treated and the courts.  A meeting between the Department of Social Development, SAPS and the Department has been arranged for 7 February 2011.  A meeting with officials of the Department of Social Development took place on 3 Feb 2011 to discuss, among others, the views of the Department of Social Development on the above issues.  That Department is of the view that the transportation of a victim of trafficking to a child protection organization or provincial department of social development or in the case of an adult victim to an accredited organization, is the responsibility of SAPS.  Currently a child who appears to be in need of care and protection is taken by the SAPS to a place of safety.  It was pointed out that trafficking in persons poses a risk to the safety of victims and social workers.  


3.14	Clause 13:  Reporting and referral of adult victim of trafficking
(a)	Clause 13(1)(a) provides that an immigration officer, labour inspector, social worker, social service professional, medical practitioner, nurse, traditional health practitioner, traditional healer and traditional leader, who on reasonable grounds suspects that an adult person is a victim of trafficking, must report that suspicion to a police official.  As with clause 12, the Committee proposed that reference be made in more general terms to persons who are subject to any law, policy or code of conduct prohibiting the disclosure of personal information.  A legal practitioner must specifically be excluded to protect attorney and client privilege.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(b)	Clause 13(1)(b) requires a social worker, social service professional, medical practitioner, nurse, traditional health practitioner, traditional healer or traditional leader to first obtain the written consent of an adult victim before reporting them.  This provision is based on the confidentiality of information between a professional person and his or her client or patient and also because an adult person has the right to decide whether to lay a charge against the perpetrator or not.  Many commentators objected to this provision and the Committee also did not support the requirement of written consent.   An amendment to accommodate this concern has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(c)	Clause 13(2) provides that any person other than those mentioned in subclause (1), may report a suspicion that an adult person is a victim of trafficking.  The Committee was of the view that this provision is superfluous as any member of the public may report a crime.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(d)	As with clause 12, SAPS proposes that provision be made for forceful entry in order to rescue victims of trafficking.  The Department was requested to consider the proposals in the light of the existing provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(e)	Clause 13(4) provides that a police official must refer an adult victim of trafficking to an accredited organization or the provincial department of social development.  SAPS suggested that the word “refer” be replaced with “notify” as it is not clear what is meant by “refer”.  The issues remain, as in clause 12, who will be responsible for transporting the victim to the institution concerned, the transportation of the victim to other institutions for treatment and to court, as well as the safety of the victim.  These issues need to be clarified with the Department of Social Development.  A meeting between SAPS, the Department of Social Development and the Department has been arranged for 7 February 2011.  A meeting with the Department of Social Development took place on 3 February 2011.  That Department’s views are discussed in paragraph 3.13(c) above.  

(f)	Clause 13(7) currently provides that a certificate must be issued if an adult person has been assessed and found to be a victim of trafficking.  Concerns were raised regarding the issuing of a certificate as it was felt that a victim would be stigmatized.  The Committee raised the question whether a state institution should not issue a certificate rather than an accredited organization.  Provision should  also be made for an appeal mechanism and the withdrawal of a certificate.  Concerns were raised over the lack of provisions dealing with confidentiality.  The Department undertook to consider appropriate amendments to reflect the concerns and queries raised.  Draft amendments to—
(i)	replace a certificate with a letter of recognition;
(ii)	provide that a provincial department of social development must confirm the 	assessment of a victim of trafficking and issue the letter of recognition; and
(iii)	provide for an appeal mechanism and the withdrawal of the letter of recognition,
have been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill..

(g)	Clause 13(8) and (9) provide for penalties in the case of failure to report a victim of trafficking.  The Committee was concerned about the consequences of criminalizing the failure to report victims of trafficking as victims would be reluctant to seek help if they know they will be reported.  The Committee indicated that the failure to report where a victim has asked to be reported, should be criminalized.  An amendment to accommodate this concern has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

3.15	Clause 14:  Child victim of trafficking found in Republic
(a)	The Committee suggested that the heading should refer to a child suspected of being a victim of trafficking as a child must first be assessed and found to be a victim.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(b)	Clause 14(1) provides that a child who is a victim of trafficking must be referred to a designated social worker for investigation in terms of section 155(2) of the Children’s Act and may, pending such investigation, be placed in temporary safe care.  The Committee agreed that subclause (1) could be deleted as the matter was already covered in the Children’s Act.  An amendment has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

(c)	Commentators raised concerns over the lack of provisions to accommodate an illegal foreign child victim of trafficking who reaches the age of 18 years and who might not be able to return to his or her country of origin.  The Department proposed two options to the Committee, namely that—
(i)	the child be assisted to apply for asylum at least six months before the children’s court order expires, if the Director-General: Home Affairs concludes that it is not possible to return that child; or
(ii)	that child be assisted to apply for temporary residence as provided in clause 18 of the Bill at least six months before the children’s court order expires if the Director-General: Home Affairs concludes that it is not possible to return that child.
The Committee requested that the views of the Department of Home Affairs be obtained on whether victims of trafficking should be able to apply for asylum, and if so, what provisions must be put in place.  Discussions with the Department of Home Affairs were held on 2 February 2011.  That Department’s preliminary view is that preference should be given to providing victims of trafficking with refugee status as there is already a system in place which may be used to accommodate victims of trafficking.  It was also pointed out that refugee status has more benefits than a visitor’s permit.  That Department requested an opportunity to discuss this issue with Refugee Officers. 

3.16	Clause 15:  Provision of health care services
Clause 15 provides that a foreigner who is a victim of trafficking is entitled to the same public health care services as those to which South African citizens have access.  The submissions contained various recommendations for the inclusion of additional services.  The Committee raised concerns as to what public health services are currently available to other victims of crime, as there are cost implications.  The Committee also cautioned against possible abuse of the services.  The Committee agreed that these issues as well as whether the Immigration Act or Refugees Act should provide for public health services to illegal foreigners, be discussed with the Department of Health.  The Department of Health was approached to arrange a meeting or to communicate its views to the Department and a response is awaited.
3.17	Clause 16:  Criminal prosecution against victim of trafficking prohibited
Clause 16 contains provisions prohibiting the criminal prosecution of a victim of trafficking.  The Committee was of the view that it is the prerogative of the NPA to institute criminal proceedings or to decline to institute criminal proceedings.  A draft amendment to provide that a prosecutor must give due consideration as to whether the offence was committed as a direct result of the person’s position as a victim of trafficking, has been inserted in the Department’s working draft of the Bill.

